
A. Because of chemicals called volatile organic compounds, or 
VOCs. In particular, because of a VOC that goes by a cool-to-say name. 

Scientists say cis-3-hexenal (“sis-three-HEK-suh-nuhl”) 
gives just-mowed grass its fresh, “green” smell. 
             Grass, trees and other plants normally give off 
VOCs. But when a plant gets hurt — say, a bug eats 
a leaf or your dad mows the lawn — the plant puts 
out even more VOCs. Hundreds of times more, say 
scientists in Australia. These VOCs vaporize (“VAY-
puh-rize”; turn into gas) quickly. They spread in  
the air. They go up your nose. Your brain takes a 
whiff and says, “Who cut the grass?”

             In fact VOCs help a hurt plant to heal. 
They seal wounds and stop infections. And 

their smell attracts bugs that eat 
bugs that eat leaves. The bug-
eating bugs eat up leaf-eating 
bugs — bugs that maybe  

  caused the hurt. The plant gets 
protected. It gets to get better.

           The smell smells green and keeps 
plants that color!
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From your scientific friends at The Ohio State University — specifically, the Ohio Agricultural Research 
and Development Center (www.oardc.ohio-state.edu) and OSU Extension (extension.osu.edu).

Q. Dear Twig: Why does cut grass smell like it does?


